We present a new category of games, G, and build from it a cartesian closed category I and its extensional quotient E. E represents an improvement over existing categories of games in that it has sums as well as products, function spaces and recursive types. A model of the language fpc, a sequential functional language with just this type structure, in E is described and shown to be fully abstract.
Introduction
Since the 1970s, denotational semantics has been used to model, reason about and describe programming languages. Typically, for a given language L, there is an understood class of observable properties that we are interested in. This gives rise to an observational preorder @ on the language, where for programs M and N the assertion M @ N means that every observable property of M is also satis ed by N. Denotational semantics models a program M as a mathematical object M] ] (usually some kind of function), and there is an order in the model, written as 4. While the construction of sound models for many kinds of language is well understood, the problem of nding fully abstract models for sequential languages, particularly those with higher types, has proved to be a very subtle and dicult one. The famous \Full Abstraction Problem for pcf", raised by Plotkin in 1977 and studied intensively ever since 5, 15, 18, 21] , remained open until very recently, when a number of solutions emerged 1, 2, 13, 16, 17] . One successful approach was via game semantics, a novel kind of model which includes more intensional information than traditional domain theoretic ones. The correspondence between the strategies used to model programs and the programs themselves was shown to be so strong that these results could be said to provide a de nitive analysis of pcf. But pcf is a very simple language, so it is natural to want to extend this work.
An important feature of many languages is the availability of recursive types. First steps towards modelling such languages with games were taken in 4], and in 3] we presented a fully abstract model of the lazy -calculus which made use of this work. Equally important, however, are sum types. With sums and recursive types, one can construct the types of lists, trees and much more. It was therefore a major shortcoming of the categories of games previously proposed that there was no clear way of modelling such types. Sums bring with them new possibilities, particularly a notion of partial computation: a program of type B (Booleans) can only ever return true or false and terminate, whereas a program of type B + B rst tells whether its output is in the left or right component, and then waits to be asked for more information. In order to handle this, a whole new category of games needed to be developed.
In this paper, we present a solution to this problem. A new category, similar to that of 13] but di erent in a number of important ways, is presented, and used to give a fully abstract model to the language fpc. fpc is possibly the canonical calculus for discussing recursive types, sums, products and function spaces together. It originally arose as a metalanguage for denota-tional semantics 22], so it could be said that any category proposed for denotational semantics should at least be able to model fpc. A further indication of the importance of this language is that it appears in two well-known modern textbooks 11, 24] . It has recently been studied by Fiore and Plotkin 6, 7] , who provide an axiomatisation of sound domain-theoretic models of the call-by-value variant, and by Andrew Gordon 10] , who develops an operationally based theory of program equivalence for it. Here we provide the rst fully abstract denotational semantics of a language as rich as fpc. 2 The language fpc fpc is a typed -calculus with product, sum, exponential (function space) and recursive types. The syntax of fpc is given by the grammar in Figure 
Games
A game has two participants: Player (P) and Opponent (O). A play of the game consists of anite or in nite sequence of moves, alternately by O and P. In addition, each move is explicitly justi ed by an earlier move of the play, unless it is a special kind of move, called initial, which needs no justi cation. In the games we consider, O always moves rst. Before embarking on a formal de nition, let us x notation for sequences and operations on them. We use s, t, . . . to range over sequences and a, b, . . . over elements of sequences. If s and t are sequences, then st is their concatenation; " is the empty sequence. A move m will often be identi ed with the singleton sequence consisting 2 Types ::= T j 1 + 2 j 1 2 j 1 ! 2 j T: : M 2 Exp :: just of m. If S is a set, then s S is the restriction of s to S, i.e. s with all elements not in S deleted.
An arena is speci ed by a structure A = hM A ; A ;`Ai where M A is a set of moves. 
The enabling relation tells us either that a move m is initial and needs no justi cation (?`A m), or that it can be justi ed by another move n, if n has been played (n`A m). In what follows, we will be concerned with nite sequences s of moves together with justi cation information: for each non-initial move m of s, there must be a pointer to an earlier move n such that n`A m. Note that the rst move of such a sequence must be an initial move, but initial moves may appear after the rst move. We call a sequence together with its justi cation information a justi ed sequence, and suppress mention of the justi cation pointers whenever it does not cause confusion. The Opponent view x s y is de ned dually. An important di erence from the de nition of 13] is that there is no mention of questions and answers, and that answers are permitted to justify later questions. This is vital for the interpretation of sum types to follow. The idea behind views is that during the play of a game, various di erent threads and sub-threads of discussion are opened up; the view represents that part of the play so far which is relevant to the current thread. We write : A to indicate that is an innocent strategy for A.
Multiplicatives
Given games A and B, the game A ( B is dened as follows. We use subscripts on the`A's to distinguish the two occurrences. This strategy responds to any move simply by copying it to the other component. Many of the strategies we will encounter have this sort of behaviour. only Opponent is able to switch between the different threads; indeed, Player's view only allows him to see moves from the current thread at any time.
Composition
For any game A, there are innocent strategies weak : !A ! I witnessing weakening (the empty strategy) and con : !A ! !A !A witnessing contraction (a copycat strategy). Given any : !A ! B we can de ne another strategy y : !A ! !B using the view-function of , since P-views in the game !A ( B are the same as those in !A ( !B; this construction witnesses promotion. All this means that we almost have an interpretation of the`of course' operator of linear logic, but we still need to interpret dereliction. However, in general the copycat strategy for !A ( A (which uses only one thread of !A) is not well de ned, so we have to restrict to a subclass of games for which it is: the well-opened games.
A game A is well-opened if and only if for every s 2 P A , the only initial move of s is the rst one.
Of course, !A is not itself well-opened, but this subclass of games does allow us to build a new category, as we will see.
A cartesian closed category
We can now de ne a new category, the intensional category of games I, as follows.
Objects : Well-opened games.
Morphisms : A ! B : Innocent strategies for !A ( B: Identity The identity is given by the dereliction map der : !A ( A, which is well-de ned for wellopened games A. 
The extensional category
We now describe the extensional quotient E of I, which is the category in which we model fpc.
The de nition hinges around a special game , which has two moves: an initial question, q, and its answer, a. The valid positions of are just f"; q; qag, so there are only two strategies for : the empty strategy, ?, and the strategy which it su ces to consider the behaviour under linear tests of the output of and when supplied with an argument . In other words, the order on function spaces is pointwise, and linear tests su ce.
We can now de ne the extensional category E as the quotient of I by : objects are well-opened games, and maps are -equivalence classes of maps in I. E is cartesian closed, and is wellpointed as a consequence of Proposition 1. The intrinsic preorder induces a partial order on E, which we also write as 4. We will often identify a map in E with a strategy representative of it.
Sums
The In fact this can be generalised and strengthened to obtain parameterized minimal invariants 6, 8] for a large class of functors F : (E op E) n ! E, including all the functors built out of the product, sum and function space constructions described here. Similar results in a di erent category of games are presented in detail in 4].
A model of fpc
We have seen that E is a cartesian closed category with a separated sum and recursive types. It therefore has everything we need to interpret The interpretation of terms is standard, and again we only give details in the cases of sums and recursive types. For recursive types, note that because we are solving domain equations up to identity, we can interpret a term intro(M ) with exactly the same map as is used to interpret M, and similarly elim(M 0 )] ] = M 0 ] ]. For sums, one more piece of structure in E is needed, namely a map witnessing the distribution of product over sum. For any games A, B and C there is a map dist A;B;C : AN(B + C) ! (ANB) + (ANC) such that the family dist forms a natural transformation satisfying id 1 # dist = 1 , id 2 # dist = 2 and id ? # dist = ?. With this in place we can interpret terms of sum type as shown in Figure 4 . It is now routine to prove the following. In fact it will su ce to consider quite a restricted class of maps . First, observe that any strategy can be written as the union of a set of smaller strategies each of which is nite i.e. has a nite view-function. Next, recall that recursive types in E are built out of chains of smaller types.
In fact each of the games we use in our model can be written as the least upper bound of a chain of nite types, which are generated by the following grammar.
A ::= I j A + A j ANA j A ) A:
Furthermore, there is a canonical inclusion and projection map from each of the types in the chain to the lub and back, and these maps can easily be shown to be de nable. So it su ces to consider nite strategies at nite types. 
Decomposition
We analyse the nite strategies :
The idea is to decompose into sub-strategies which completely determine its behaviour, but are strictly smaller than , to facilitate an inductive proof of de nability. For these purposes, the linear type structure of the underlying category G is very useful, so we study E via G. There are four cases in the decomposition, according to 's response to the initial question q, which we call (q).
No response. Then = ? and there is no more to say.
(q) = l. Then is of the form 0 # 1 for some 0 strictly smaller than .
(q) = r. Then is of the form 0 # 2 for some 0 strictly smaller than .
(q) = q 0 , the initial question in one thread of some A ) B + C on the left hand side.
We will denote the corresponding answers by l 0 and r 0 . By manipulating the types, we can separate the thread of A ) B + C which has opened out into a separate tensor component, arriving at a strategy 
